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Abstract. Bayesian networks are stochastic models, widely adopted to
encode knowledge in several fields. One of the most interesting features of a Bayesian network is the possibility of learning its structure
from a set of data, and subsequently use the resulting model to perform new predictions. Structure learning for such models is a NP-hard
problem, for which the scientific community developed two main approaches: score-and-search metaheuristics, often evolutionary-based, and
dependency-analysis deterministic algorithms, based on stochastic tests.
State-of-the-art solutions have been presented in both domains, but all
methodologies start from the assumption of having access to large sets
of learning data available, often numbering thousands of samples. This
is not the case for many real-world applications, especially in the food
processing and research industry. This paper proposes an evolutionary
approach to the Bayesian structure learning problem, specifically tailored
for learning sets of limited size. Falling in the category of score-andsearch techniques, the methodology exploits an evolutionary algorithm
able to work directly on graph structures, previously used for assembly
language generation, and a scoring function based on the Akaike Information Criterion, a well-studied metric of stochastic model performance.
Experimental results show that the approach is able to outperform a
state-of-the-art dependency-analysis algorithm, providing better models
for small datasets.1
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Introduction

Bayesian networks are stochastic models widely used to encode knowledge in several different fields: computational biology and bioinformatics (gene regulatory
networks, protein structure, gene expression analysis), medicine, document classification, information retrieval, image processing, data fusion, decision support
systems, engineering, gaming and law.
A particularly interesting feature of a Bayesian network is the possibility of
learning its structure from a set of data and subsequently use the obtained model
to predict new results. However, the number of possible structures is superexponential in the number of variables of the model [1] and the problem of Bayesian
network learning is proved to be NP-hard [2]. The machine learning community
answered to this challenge with a research line dating back almost 30 years,
giving birth to a class of effective deterministic algorithms that systematically
determine the skeleton of the underlying graph and proceed to orient all arcs
whose directionality is dictated by conditional independencies observed.
This interesting problem raised also the attention of the evolutionary computation community: several attempts at Bayesian network structure learning
have been presented in recent years, ranging from cooperative coevolution [3] [4]
[5] to evolutionary programming [6], to hybrid solution combining evolutionary
approaches with heuristic search [7]. Both deterministic and evolutionary techniques share the assumption of the availability of dataset numbering thousands
or hundreds of thousands of samples: for several real-world problems, however,
this may not be the case [8]. For example, in the field of food processing and research, extremely time-consuming processes are required to get a small amount
of sparse data.
Taking inspiration from such a category of problems, this paper presents
an evolutionary-based approach to Bayesian network structure learning, working with datasets of extremely reduced size. The proposed technique exploits
a state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithm able to directly manipulate graph-like
structures, previously used for assembly language generation, and makes use of
a fitness function based on the Akaike information criterion, a metric taking into
account both the accuracy and the complexity of a candidate model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the
necessary background concepts on Bayesian networks. The proposed methodology is described in detail in section 3. Section 4 presents the case study chosen
for the experimental evaluation, an established benchmark widely used in the
Bayesian network learning field. Experimental results showing a comparison with
a state-of-the-art dependency analysis algorithm are reported in section 5, while
section 6 draws the conclusions and gives an outline for future works.

2
2.1

Background
Bayesian networks

A Bayesian Network (BN) is a “graph-based model of a joint multivariate probability distribution that captures properties of conditional independence between
variables” [9]. For example, a Bayesian network could represent the probabilistic relationships between diseases and symptoms. The network could thus be
used to compute the probabilities of the presence of various diseases, given the
symptoms.
Formally, a Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes
represent variables, and whose edges encode conditional dependencies between
the variables. This graph is called the structure of the network and the nodes
containing probabilistic information are called the parameters of the network.
Figure 1 reports an example of a Bayesian network.
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Fig. 1. On the left, a directed acyclic graph. On the right, the parameters it is associated with. Together they form a Bayesian network BN whose joint probability
distribution is P (BN ) = P (A)P (B|A, E)P (C|B)P (D|A)P (E).

The set of parent nodes of a node Xi is denoted by pa(Xi ). In a Bayesian
network, the joint probability distribution of the node values can be written as
the product of the local probability distribution of each node and its parents:
P (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) =

n
Y

P (Xi |pa(Xi ))

i=1

2.2

Akaike information criterion

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is a measure of the relative goodness
of fit of a statistical model [10]. It is grounded in the concept of information
entropy, in effect offering a relative measure of the information lost when a given
model is used to describe reality. It can be said to describe the trade-off between
bias and variance in model construction, or loosely speaking, between accuracy
and dimension of the model. Given a data set, several candidate models may be

ranked according to their AIC values: thus, AIC can be exploited as a metric for
model selection.
When dealing with Bayesian networks, AIC is expressed as a composition
of the loglikelihood, a measure of how well the candidate model fits the given
dataset, and a penalty tied to the dimension of the model itself. The dimensional
penalty is included because, on the one hand, the loglikelihood of a Bayesian
network usually grows monotonically with the number of arcs, but on the other
hand, an excessively complex network cannot be validated or even interpreted by
a human expert. The loglikelihood of a model M given a dataset T is computed
as
qi X
ri
n X
X
Nijk
LL(M |T ) =
Nijk log2
Nij
i=1 j=1
k=1

where n is the number of variables, ri is the number of different values that the
stochastic variable Xi can assume, qi is the total number of possible configurations of its parent set pa(Xi ), Nijk is the number of instances in the dataset T
where the variable Xi takes its k-th value xik and the variables in pa(Xi ) take
their j-th configuration wij , and Nij is the number of instances in the dataset
T where the variables in pa(Xi ) take their j-th configuration wij .
Taking for example the Bayesian network BN described in Figure 1, the
loglikelihood of a dataset composed of one sample such as T = (a1 , b2 , c1 , d2 , e2 )
would be equal to
LL(BN |T ) = log2 (P (A = a1 ) · P (B = b2 |A = a1 , E = e2 ) ·
·P (C = c1 |B = b2 ) · P (D = d2 |A = a1 ) · P (E = e2 )) =
= log2 (0.99 · 0.9 · 0.5 · 0.3 · 0.25) = −4.9
It is important to notice that datasets are usually composed by multiple
samples, and that the final loglikelihood is the sum of the loglikelihoods of each
sample.
Using the same formulation, the dimensional penalty of model M can be
expressed as
n
X
(ri − 1)qi
|M | =
i=1

In the example of Figure 1, it would be thus:
|BN | = (1)penaltyA + (4)penaltyB + (2)penaltyC + (2)penaltyD + (1)penaltyE = 10
In the canonical representation, the final AIC score is expressed as:
AIC = −2 · (LL − |M |)
It is interesting to notice how the decomposability of the AIC makes it particularly feasible for use in a fitness function.

2.3

Bayesian network structure learning

Learning the structure of a Bayesian network starting from a dataset is a NPhard problem [2], that becomes more and more challenging as the size of the
learning dataset decreases. The algorithmic approaches devised to solve this
problem can be divided into two main branches: score-and-search heuristics and
deterministic algorithms that rely upon statistical considerations on the learning
set.
In recent years, Bayesian network structure learning gained more and more
attention from the evolutionary community. Several attempts to tackle the problem has been tested, ranging from evolutionary programming [6], to hybrid approaches [7], to cooperative coevolution [3] [4].
The underlying assumption of these works is often the availability of a considerable number of samples in the dataset used for learning: under these conditions, however, a class of deterministic algorithms known as dependency analysis
is able to deliver results of high quality in a fraction of the time. One of the
most performing algorithms in this category is known as Greedy Thick Thinning
(GTT)[11]. Starting from a completely connected graph, first GTT applies the
well-known PC algorithm [12], that cuts arcs on the basis of conditional independence tests; then, it starts first adding and then removing arcs, scoring the
network after each modification and using a set of heuristics to avoid a premature convergence. GTT implementations can be found in products such as
GeNie/SMILE [13].
When the number of samples available for structure learning is small, however, dependency analysis algorithms see their performance degrade dramatically, leaving a promising open area of applicability for evolutionary techniques.

3

Proposed methodology

The proposed approach to Bayesian network structure learning belongs to the
category of score-and-search techniques: the evolutionary core is a state-of-theart evolutionary algorithm, while the scoring metric used is a decomposition of
the AIC.
3.1

µGP

µGP3 [14] is an evolutionary algorithm tool developed by the CAD Group of
Politecnico di Torino and available as a GPL software [15].
The main difference between µGP3 and the classical Genetic Programming
paradigm [16], is the encoding of individuals in tagged graphs instead of trees.
More precisely, the algorithm makes use of constrained tagged graphs, that is,
directed graphs where every element may own one or more tags, and that in
addition have to respect a set of constraints. A tag is a name-value pair whose
purpose is to convey additional information about the element it belongs to.
Tags are used to add semantic information to graphs, augmenting the nodes

with a number of parameters, and also to uniquely identify each element during
the evolution. The constraints may affect both the information contained in the
graph elements and its structure. Graphs are modified by genetic operators, such
as the classical mutation and recombination, but also by different operators,
as required. The activation probability and strength for every operator is an
endogenous parameter. The genotype of every individual is described by one
or more constrained tagged graphs, each of which is composed by one or more
sections. Sections allow defining a global structure for the individuals that closely
follows the structure of any candidate solution for the problem.
Constraints limit the possible productions of the evolutionary tool, and also
provide them with semantic value. A user-defined XML configuration file encodes
the constraints, which in turn provide the genotype-phenotype mapping for the
generated individuals, describe their possible structure and define which values
the existing parameters (if any) can take.
Individuals’ fitness is computed by means of an external evaluator: this is
usually a script that runs a simulation using the individual as input and collects
the results, but may be any program able to provide the evolutionary core with
proper feedback. The fitness of an individual is represented by a sequence of
floating point numbers optionally followed by a comment string. This is currently
used in a prioritized fashion: one fitness A is considered greater than another
fitness B if the nth component of A is greater than the n-th component of B and
all previous components (if any) are equal; if all components are equal then the
two fitnesses are considered equal.
Given the versatility and the ease of configuration of the tool, it is not surprising that several successful applications of µGP3 appear in literature, mainly
in the area of assembly language generation [17], but also in very different fields,
such as software verification [18].
The ability of evolving directed graphs, with genetic operators already designed to work on them, is particularly promising when dealing with problems
where the individual is in fact a graph, as in the case of Bayesian network
structure learning. A specific type of parameter, innerBackwardLabel, used in
assembly generation for jumps to previous lines of the code, is now exploited to
describe an oriented arc coming from a previous node. Other features of the algorithm are of particular use in this situation: a simple self-adapting mechanism
avoids the need of setting fixed values for the genetic operators, increasing the
activation probability for operators that constantly produce good offspring. A
map of the individuals at genotype-level is also used to remove possible clones
before the evaluation step.
The possibility of choosing the categories of genetic operators to apply is also
advantageous: for this experience, two kinds of crossover and three mutations
have been selected, as shown in Table 1. The difference between the crossovers is
in the number of points of cut (one-point and two-point). The chosen mutations,
operating on innerBackwardLabel type parameters, can collectively perform the
addition, removal or variation of directed arcs in the graph. It is interesting to
notice how the same mutation operators, applied to parameters such as floating

point numbers, behave in a different fashion, changing the real-valued parameter
according to a Gaussian distribution. Figure 2 shows an example of the effect of
the onePointCrossover genetic operator on two individuals containing directed
arcs.
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Fig. 2. Example of onePointCrossover application in µGP3 . When the genotype is
of fixed length, the directed arcs are reattached to corresponding parts of the new
individuals.

3.2

Individual encoding

A candidate solution to the Bayesian network structure learning problem is
a directed acyclic graph. Most evolutionary approaches take into account the
possibility of generating loops, by either using repairing operators or discarding
graphs containing cycles. Even detecting the presence of a cycle, however, is
non-trivial and computationally expensive.
Thanks to the options available in µGP3 , it is in fact possible to set the
evolutionary algorithm to always generate valid structures. The nodes of the
graph, in the individual description, will appear in a given order: it is sufficient
to constraint the generation of directed arcs from one node to nodes that only
appear after it in the individual description, and loops are automatically avoided
by construction.

The mapping from the variables that appear in the learning dataset to the
directed acyclic graph is encoded in the second part of the individual. Each
variable is associated with a floating point weight ranging from 0 to 1: when
the individual is evaluated, the variables are sorted with their weight and are
subsequently mapped in-order to the graph structure described in the first part.
An example of individual is reported in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Example of individual encoding in the proposed approach. The first part of
the genome (Section 1) describes a directed acyclic graph, correct by construction.
The second part (Section 2) specifies the mapping of the variables in the dataset on
the nodes of the graph. The resulting phenotype is a graph with the structure of the
first part of the genotype and the node ordering of the second. The parameters of
the resulting Bayesian network are computed on the learning set, starting from the
conditional probabilities derived from the structure.

The maximum number of parents for a single node is set to 10, as it is
common for most search-and-score metaheuristics [3].
3.3

Fitness function

Preliminary experiments with the canonical AIC scoring show a tendency for the
algorithm to explore prevalently local optima of very simple structures: probably,
in the AIC fitness landscape, the slope towards low complexity is much steeper
than the one towards good loglikelihood values.

To avoid premature convergences, the fitness function used in the experiments
is thus a hierarchical decomposition of the AIC. First, the loglikelihood of the
model with respect to the learning dataset is considered; if two candidate models
have the same loglikelihood, they are then compared on the penalty tied to their
respective dimension.

4

Case study

Over the course of time, the Bayesian network structure learning community
developed a vast number of benchmarks, from simple to relatively complex. To
assess the proposed approach, the Alarm network [19] is selected. Alarm was
constructed for monitoring patients in intensive care, and it is effectively used.
It features 37 nodes and 46 edges, and its overview can be found for example at
http://www.norsys.com/netlib/alarm.htm.

5

Experimental results and discussion

Experts usually agree that a comprehensive learning set for a Bayesian network
should include at least 10-15 samples for each parameter. In the case of Alarm,
this would mean the availability of thousands of samples: since the proposed
approach is aimed at working with limited information, datasets smaller by an
order of magnitude are selected.
Thus, to assess the validity of the methodology, three learning sets of 100
samples each are generated starting from the Alarm network description available in literature [19]. alarm-100-a is produced using the standard methodology
of constrained probability generation; alarm-100-b contains 100 samples randomly taken from a dataset of original size 5,000; and alarm-100-c contains 100
samples randomly selected from a dataset of original size 10,000. It is important
to note that, albeit randomly created, each 100-samples dataset contains all possible values for each variable in the Alarm network. In principle, all the datasets
should have the same probability of being representative of the original network.
µGP3 is set with the parameters reported in Table 1. Note that, since the
algorithm is self-adapting, it is not necessary to initially select an activation
probability for the genetic operators. The strenght of the genetic operators is
also self-adapted during the evolution, with an initial value of σ = 0.9.
For each learning set (alarm-100-a, alarm-100-b, alarm-100-c), 20 runs of
the proposed approach are executed, along with a run of Greedy Thick Thinning.
Since the latter is deterministic, it reports the same output even for repeated
runs.
Results are reported in Table 2. The first four lines show the performance
of the true structure of the Alarm network, for comparison. It is interesting to
notice the significant difference in loglikelihood values between the same structure, when the parameters are learned from different datasets (lines 2-4). Even
knowing the true structure of the network, a dataset of considerable size would
be needed to learn the true values for all the parameters. Learning algorithms

Parameter

Value

µ
1,000
λ
1,000
Selection
tournamentSelection with τ = (1,4)
Diversity preservation
fitnessHole (0.5)
Stop condition
stagnation (100 generations)
Genetic operators singlePointCrossover, twoPointCrossover,
alteratioMutation, replacementMutation,
singleParameterAlteratioMutation
Table 1. Parameters used for µGP3 in all the performed experiments. λ is the number
of genetic operators applied at each step. The stagnation stop condition forces the
end of the execution if the best individual in the population does not change for a
specified number of generations. For further details on the parameters, see [14].

of all categories can only compute an approximation of the parameters, that
degrades with the reduction in size of the learning set. The grayed cells show
the dataset the method is trained on.

Method
True network

Dimensional Loglikelihood Loglikelihood Loglikelihood
Penalty
alarm-100-a
alarm-100-b
alarm-100-c
Avg StDev Avg StDev Avg StDev Avg StDev
509.0
-1,571.90
-1,476.43
-1,470.95
-

True structure (a) 509.0
True structure (b) 509.0
True structure (c) 509.0
GTT-100a
GTT-100b
GTT-100c

796.0
1,226.0
1,238.0

-

-1,651.05
-1,807.32
-1,809.77

-

-1,693.29
-1,567.74
-1,720.54

-

-1,672.12
-1,688.81
-1,569.26

-

-

-1,641.61
-1,979.28
-1,918.89

-

-1,808.63
-1,494.18
-1,869.84

-

-1,801.35
-1,825.90
-1,498.90

-

µgp-100a
763.39 42.54 -1,644.68 30.39 -1,861.99 34.06 -1,848.50 31.06
µgp-100b
702.29 95.18 -1,981.79 27.47 -1,529.00 18.94 -1,850.80 23.89
µgp-100c
669.00 96.21 -1,986.72 33.40 -1,873.79 26.82 -1,554.09 10.68
Table 2. Results of the experiments. While the logliklihood of solutions obtained with
Greedy Thick Thinning is generally higher, it shows more overfitting when compared
to the loglikelihood of the true structure with parameters trained on the same dataset,
due to the higher dimension of the networks found.

The first evidence is that all solutions found by the proposed approach have
lower dimensional penalties, much closer to the true structure than the ones delivered by GTT. While the loglikelihood values seem to favor GTT, it becomes
evident that the greedy algorithm overfits the learning data: the networks delivered by GTT show loglikelihoods that are higher than the corresponding values
of the original structure with parameters learned from the same dataset.

When dealing with such a small amount of data, all stochastic considerations
that are at the base of the class of deterministic algorithms GTT belongs to,
simply do not hold anymore: even relatively effective statistics tests yield wrong
results. In such a difficult situation, an effective score-and-search metaheuristic
can provide better results.
For a final remark on computational times, as anticipated in Subsection 2.3,
a run of GTT lasts a few seconds. A single generation of the proposed approach,
on the same machine, takes between 1 and 2 minutes to complete, with the global
time for the whole process amounting to hours. In less than 5% of the runs, the
algorithm is also restarted, after delving deep into parts of the fitness landscape
with high dimension, thus increasing the evaluation time over an acceptable
threshold. Since the main focus of the present work is not on efficiency, it must
be noted that previous computations of conditional probability statements are
not stored and reused; the possibility of parallel evaluations of individuals in the
same generation is also not exploited.

6

Conclusions

Bayesian network structure learning from a dataset is a complex problem, especially when the learning set is small: but in many real-world problems, particularly in the food processing and research industry, it is possible to have access
to limited-size datasets only.
This paper presents an approach to Bayesian network structure learning from
datasets of limited size. The methodology is based on an evolutionary algorithm
able to evolve directed graphs, that can be easily set to always produce acyclic
graphs by construction, avoiding the repairing of non-valid structures.
The proposed methodology is assessed on a well-known benchmark, the
Alarm network, and compared against a state-of-the-art dependency analysis algorithm, known as Greedy Thick Thinning. The experimental results show that
the approach is effective, obtaining simpler structures, for which interpretation
and validation by humans are more feasible. The proposed approach also avoids
the likelihood overfitting on the learning set of the greedy algorithm.
Future works will compare the proposed approach with other evolutionary
solutions in literature on small datasets. The effect of different metrics or combination of metrics, such as Maximum Description Length or Bayesian Information
Criterion, on the scoring of the candidate solutions will be also explored, along
with the possibility of using cooperative coevolution to split the original task in
sub-problems.
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